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Highly accomplished sales Leader with a proven track record of 4 years as a front-
line Sales Director, with greater than 18 years sales success; selling to Physicians, 
FQHC's, Hospitals and Health Systems, winning many awards and accolades 
including President's club and promotion to Sales Director. Objective is to secure a 
sales director position which would allow me to enhance sales productivity in a 
collaborative and team-oriented atmosphere and contribute to the overall financial 
growth of the company.

EXPERIENCE

Professional Medical Representative
ABC Corporation - 2005 – 2005

 Proactively identified and built relationships with key decision makers 
in primary target market within assigned territory.

 Created business plans for territory/assigned customer targets 
including, but not limited to opportunity development, competitive 
strategies and targets.

 Continuously developed and managed a network of key opinion 
leaders within the assigned territory.

 Developed and maintained a high level of customer satisfaction 
through consistent, quality interactions with customers.

 Provided ongoing customer insights, market trends and competitive 
data to sales, marketing and other internal teams.

 Leveraged up-to-date product and technical expertise to effectively 
present and discuss the technology and clinical benefits in terms 
which are relevant to customers.

 Continuously updated and validated understanding of 
customers&rsquo; changing clinical and/or operational issues and 
challenges.

Professional Medical Representative 
Delta Corporation - 2004 – 2005

 Sole representative accountable for Primary Care and Specialty sales 
in allergy and acute pain.

 Successfully launched Astepro 0.1% and 0.15%.
 Took on an underdeveloped territory ranked 2nd to last in the nation 

and drove sales to 185th of 300 within the first year.
 Appointed to serve on pharmacy task force providing feedback to 

management team.
 Responsible for maintaining and growing market share of blood 

glucose monitoring devices within my assigned territory Provide 
education to physicians,.

 Was responsible for the growth and promotion of a varied product line
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in the Womens Health market, calling on Gynecology surgeons, 
Internal Medicine,.

 I was able to increase the growth and development of an 
underperforming territory and reversed sales trends while achieving 
quota attainment of 108%.

EDUCATION

 MS

SKILLS

Marketing Strategy, Sales Management.
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